CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR IMPROVING LITERACY INSTRUCTION IN RWANDA

This position paper argues that:

- Rwanda needs a permanent system of continuing professional development (CPD) for teachers, in order to achieve improvements in areas such as literacy instruction.
- The CPD system should be flexible—allowing teachers to gain credits for participation in NGO trainings approved by REB—and should be linked to salary increases.
- In order to benefit from CPD, teachers need enough time in their schedule for learning & lesson planning.
- CPD should also link to effective systems for mentoring and inspection, to ensure improvements in practice.
- The overall feedback system should be improved between pre-service training, inspection results, and CPD training.

Earning a degree from a Teacher Training College, or from the University of Rwanda-College of Education, is just the beginning of the learning process needed to develop effective teachers. When teachers—even those with the correct formal qualifications—enter the classroom for the first time, there is a great deal that they still need to learn about effective instruction. Though they will gain some of these skills simply through experience, they would hone their knowledge and abilities to a much greater degree through formal continuing professional development opportunities that link the study of theory to systematic changes in practice.¹

Top-performing countries on international testing regimes such as PISA achieve their results in part by having strong systems of continuing professional development (CPD). In Singapore, Sweden, and the Netherlands—for example—teachers are required to log at least 100 hours of structured professional development experiences each year.² Continuing professional development systems can include formal courses offered in-person or online, teacher-practitioner research, reading and reporting on recent research articles, developing portfolios of new methods and activities, and peer-to-peer collaborations such as presentations and analysis of model lessons—among many other possibilities.³

Rwandan primary school students perform far below expected proficiency levels in reading fluency and comprehension. Yet how can this situation change, unless teachers are given additional training?

An effective CPD system for Rwanda should be flexible enough to allow teachers to gain credits for participation in any training or experience whose quality has been approved by REB. Non-governmental organizations around Rwanda provide significant support to the education system by offering a variety of types of in-service trainings. MINEDUC should take advantage of these contributions by setting up a system for rapid review of NGO teacher training content and assignment to a flexible CPD credit system. Trainings offered directly by REB could be classified under the same credit system. In this way, teachers can accumulate post-diploma credits in their field through participation in a variety of in-service training experiences.

CPD credits should be linked to a more subtle system of teacher salary grading in order to reward professional development efforts. Rwanda’s current teacher salary grades are linked only to formal qualifications earned in universities—Associate’s (A1), Bachelor’s (A0), and Master’s degrees. Yet once a teacher has obtained one of these more advanced university degrees, he or she is unlikely to remain within the day-to-day teaching corps; rather, salary advancement usually comes through promotion to managerial levels or exiting the teaching profession altogether. An effective CPD system could better motivate teacher retention and improvements in teaching quality by linking CPD credits to a sliding scale of incremental salary raises, which teachers could earn through their professional development efforts from year to year even while remaining at their same teaching post.

Rwanda’s need for in-service teacher training in literacy instruction is a case in point. In recent studies, many Rwandan primary school students have performed far below expected levels of proficiency in both reading fluency and reading comprehension. Of course, early literacy development is a holistic issue that relates to the home environment and the broader reading culture, in addition to formal schooling. Yet how can this situation change, unless teachers are given additional training in order to become more effective at helping all Rwandan children learn to read? It is not enough for this training to be offered in an ad-hoc way by organizations operating in different regions of the country—as is currently the case for most subjects except English. Rwanda needs a permanent national system of continuing professional development for teachers, in order to achieve improvements in literacy instruction. The same applies for every other area of the pre-primary, primary, and secondary school curricula.
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Teachers also need to have enough scheduled non-teaching time in order to be able to participate in CPD opportunities, and to put what they have learned into practice through the development of new lesson plans and approaches. Teachers in Rwanda currently have very heavy teaching loads—particularly in primary schools under the double-shifting system—leaving them little if any time to learn, reflect on their teaching, and make improvements. This situation is understandable in light of Rwanda’s budget constraints. Yet in order to attain the nation’s development goal of educating a highly capable and regionally-competitive population, there needs to be a clear strategy for gradually increasing the staffing levels in schools until every teacher has adequate time for professional development and lesson planning.

In order to ensure improvements in teacher practice, Rwanda’s new CPD system should also link to effective systems of mentoring and inspection. Rwanda’s current system of School-Based Mentors focuses primarily on English-language teaching, with some attention to reinforcing learner-centered pedagogy. Yet all new teachers could benefit from mentoring in their own subject areas during their first year or two on the job. Similarly, CPD opportunities need to be matched by some sort of mentorship or peer-to-peer learning structures in order to help teachers put into practice what they have learned. With some foundational training and adequate time formally scheduled into their timetables, directors of studies and selected teachers with advanced experience in a particular field could provide such mentoring to teachers in their school or Sector.

Simultaneously, the school inspection system needs to be expanded and aligned with the most recent understanding of best practices, in order to more effectively evaluate and provide feedback on teachers’ instructional approaches. The REB Education Quality and Standards (EQS) department currently inspects a sample of schools in every District each year. However, they do not have enough staff to reach each school, nor to engage in extensive observations of teacher practices. With some restructuring of their role and responsibilities, Sector Education Officers could become a valuable extension to Rwanda’s inspection system. To accomplish this, Sector Education Officers should (1) be formally integrated as collaborators accountable to the REB-EQS, should participate in CPD opportunities, and should be given small budgets to accomplish regular school inspections. If such a system is put into place, the awarding of teachers’ salary raises based on CPD credits can be made contingent upon positive inspection reviews.
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Figure 1: Increases in Teacher Effectiveness through Holistic Continuing Professional Development

Finally, the overall feedback system should be improved between inspection results, pre-service training, and CPD training. Together, the University of Rwanda-College of Education (URCE), the REB Education Quality and Standards (EQS), and the Teacher Development and Management (TDM) departments could become the vanguard of education quality improvement in Rwanda. Yet there is currently little communication and formalized responsiveness among these systems. To rectify this situation, REB-EQS needs to have a system for analysing and communicating to URCE and TDM any systemic weaknesses observed during school inspections. URCE should then have formal responsibility for responding to these weaknesses by proposing changes to pre-service training in the TTCs and the College of Education itself. REB-TDM should also have formal responsibility for offering—either directly, or through collaboration with development partners—in-service continuing professional development opportunities to remedy the issue on the ground. The formalization of these feedback loops will help ensure that the quality of the Rwandan education system improves by leaps and bounds over the coming years.